Analysis of thermal hysteresis protein hydration using the random network model.
The hydration of polar and apolar groups can be explained quantitatively, via the random network model of water, in terms of differential distortions in first hydration shell water-water hydrogen bonding angle. This method of analyzing solute induced structural distortions of water is applied to study the ice-binding type III thermal hysteresis protein. The analysis reveals subtle but significant differences in solvent structuring of the ice-binding surface, compared to non-ice binding protein surface. The major differences in hydration in the ice-binding region are (i). polar groups have a very apolar-like hydration. (ii). there is more uniform hydration structure. Overall, this surface strongly enhances the tetrahedral, or ice-like, hydration within the primary hydration shell. It is concluded that these two specific features of the hydration structure are important for this surface to recognize, and preferentially interact with nascent ice crystals forming in liquid water.